clicking on marker of geolocated wiki page on a map produces no popup box anymore (loading...)

Status
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clicking on marker of geolocated wiki page on a map produces no popup box anymore (loading...)

Version
18.x Regression
21.x
20.x Regression
22.x (future, currently trunk)

Category
- Error
- Regression
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)
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Rating
★★★★★ (0)

Description
Cliking on marker of any geolocated wiki page on a map produces no popup box anymore (it shows "loading...")

Other geolocated items work as expected regarding this feature, afaik

Reproduced with "GeoCMS Maps_18" profile o 18.x, 20.x, 21.x and trunk. as of today

See it reproduced here:
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

Comments

Attachments

The original document is available at
http://dev.tiki.org/item7276-clicking-on-marker-of-geolocated-wiki-page-on-a-map-produces-no-popup-box-a
nymore-loading